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When it first appeared in the early 70s, glam rock stood counterculture and psychedelic rock on their heads.
The glam phenomenon featured flamboyant, overtly theatrical, and artificial personae constructed through
costume, makeup, and sets and was personified by performers, such as David Bowie, Marc Bolan, Bryan
Ferry, and Suzi Quatro. "Performing Glam Rock"" situates the glam rock phenomenon historically and

examines it as a set of performance strategies. Philip Auslander explores the ways in which glam rock, while
celebrating the showmanship of 1950s rock and roll, began to undermine rock's adherence to the ideology of
authenticity in the late 1960s. The book's chapters take up glam's roots (which Auslander traces back to
sources that include Alice Cooper and the 1950s retro group Sha Na Na); the emergence of glam rock's
androgynous masculinity; Marc Bolan's transition from psychedelic to glam rock with his band T.

Serving both scholars and music afi cionados Performing Glam Rock unites cultural queer and gender theory
in an impressive approach that challenges both music and performance studiesan achievement that mirrors its
subjects own accomplishments at blurring and bending boundaries. Publication Paris Philharmonie de. Philip
Auslander explores the ways in which glam rock while celebrating the showmanship of 1950s rock and roll

began to undermine rocks adherence to the ideology of authenticity in the late 1960s.

Glam Rock

Out of stock. Suzi Quatro Wants to Be Your Man . Yet glam was as much about substance as style and
Performing Glam Rock delves into the many ways glam paved the way for new explorations of identity in

terms of gender sexuality and performance. Glam rock was outrageous and overtly theatrical and its
unforgettable charactersadorned with flamboyant costumes and heavy makeup and accompanied by
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elaborately constructed setswere personified by performers such as Marc Bolan David Bowie Bryan Ferry and
Suzi Quatro. Auslander Performing Glam Rock Gender and Theatricality in Popular Music Ann Arbor MI
University of Michigan. italicPerforming Glam Rock Gender and Theatricality in Popular Music.italic By
Philip Auslander. Performing Glam Rock Gender and Theatricality in Popular Music by Auslander Philip.
Roxy Music 39. Philip Auslander positions glam historically and examines it as a set of performance

strategies exploring the ways in which . Glam rock is a style of rock music that developed in the United. Yet
glam was as much about substance as style and Performing Glam Rock delves into the many ways glam

paved the way for new explorations of identity in terms of gender sexuality and performance. Lou Reed 79.
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